
Structural Cavity Closer in position with Composite Door Outer Frame

Structural Cavity Closer

50 51

Features & Benefits

‹  Flat and Check Reveal - best fit for brickwork opening style

‹  Structural Insert - screw retention better than wood

‹  Great screw retention - ensures doors are securely fixed

‹  Thermal structural insert - meets IP8/08 thermal performance

‹  Brick-tie groove - allows brick tie to structurally bond 
closers into the internal and external brickwork

‹  Corner moulding - creates a strong mechanical joint

‹  Mitred corner joint - stronger joint with no cold bridging

‹  Recess in centre of bottom face - prevents condensation 
tracking through to the internal brickwork

‹  Closed box design of closer - enhances structural integrity 
of the inner and outer brickwork across the cavity

‹  Rigidity of the insert and box design - enhances overall 
strength and stiffness of aperture and door fixing.

Finishes

‹  100% recycled material, no finish required.

The Duraframe Cavity Closer system benefits from achieving 
BBA certification (cert ref. 21/5896). Comprehensive test 
data can be found in the certificate obtainable from either 
Duraflex or via an online search www.bbacerts.co.uk

The structural cavity closer is designed 
to suit both composite and PVCu door 
installations. Built into the brickwork the 
insulated structural core provides a firm 
screw fixing to ensure the door remains 
securely in position.
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